Baby Bug!

Cut out exactly on edge of outside lines. Pattern goes on 0.75 mm EPS foam, folded in half. More at sciencetoymaker.org

Print out with "no scaling" or "100% scale" or similar. Do NOT "fit to page". There is a scale check at the bottom.

Aluminum Foil Pattern
for front weight. Use the cheap stuff, not "heavy duty".

2 cm x 4 cm (3/4" x 1 9/16")

Then folded/flattened into a wire.

Scale Check

1 inch

mm

These witness lines extend out so you can see where to place straightedge.

These witness lines extend out so you can see where to place straightedge.

These witness lines extend out so you can see where to place straightedge.

This edge lines up with the fold.
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